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Motivation
This study explores the basic process of DC helicity injection
for current drive in STs and provides validation information for
simplified MHD modeling.
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Background: HIT and HIT-II were spherical torus (ST)
experiments designed to study coaxial helicity injection
(CHI) current-drive.

Schematic of HIT-II cross section
shows flux conserver shape, injector
(bottom), and absorber (top).

• Unlike CHI in spheromaks, configurations
with a conducting center column need an
insulating absorber gap to allow steady-
state operation, d(tor. flux)/dt →0.

• At large IINJ /ITF ratios, MHD instabilities
are excited, and the current-density profile
relaxes.

• At smaller IINJ /ITF ratios, explored in the
24954-24971 and 26449-26476 series (for
example), any relaxation is relatively weak.
HIT-II results in these conditions show
distinct scaling information.

• The present modeling focuses on these
weakly relaxing cases.



Modeling: The scaling information from weakly
relaxing HIT-II discharges [Redd, et al., PoP 14,
112511] represents near steady-state configurations.

• Our modeling runs time-dependent NIMROD computations to steady state.

• These HIT-II discharges achieved ~50eV, but only within a toroidal shell of
current density, so plasma pressure is not critical.

• We model these discharges with the zero-β limit of resistive MHD.
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• Mass density ρ is considered a uniform constant.

• A constant electrical diffusivity of η/µ0=2.2 m2/s is based on 50 eV;
the profile increases near the walls.

• Most cases have ν=10 ms/s.  A high-resolution scan from 2 to 50
m2/s shows only 20% variation in measured current when injector
voltage is fixed.



The NIMROD boundary conditions need to represent
both the injector gap and the absorber gap.

• Voltage in HIT-II is applied across the injector, and
physics determines the voltage along other paths.
• With NIMROD, we may either specify a tangential
electric field (Neuman condition) along a gap or Bφ
(Dirichlet condition).
• Applying Et along both gaps presumes knowledge
of the rate-of-change of flux--not appropriate.
• We choose to apply Et along the absorber and Bφ,
i.e. current, along the injector.  Resistive MHD
determines E everywhere below the absorber.

• Outflow at the absorber is set to n⋅E×B/B2
.

• Inflow at the injector is set to preserve volume.
• If there is a mismatch, Bφ along the absorber
changes from its initial vacuum value.  This
represents current beyond the absorber gap, and
we subtract this to obtain net injected current, IINJ.

• Experimental absorber arcs are analogous.

This cross-section shows
the initial poloidal flux
distribution, and the
geometry of the domain as
represented by a 30×70
conforming mesh.



NIMROD results: An example result shows the expanded
flux distribution after applying voltage at the absorber and
current at the injector.
• In the high-resolution (biquintic
elements) case presented at right, we set
V=1090 V, and R Bφ at the injector for 30
kA. (ν=10 m2/s)

• ITF drifts from 495 kA to 516 kA.
• Net IINJ is 8.8 kA.
• Final Ip=91 kA (>10×IINJ).

• The final current density profile is a
hollow toroidal layer.

• Varying viscosity from 2 to 50 m2/s
broadens the flux distribution slightly,
increasing Ip by 5% and IINJ by 21%.

• Recent computations use implicit
advection with flow-CFL up to 25.

The final distribution of the 6.5 mWb
of poloidal flux is shown at left, and
contours of RBφ are shown at right.



The 26449-26476 series scanned ITF and found Ip to
be independent of ITF while net IINJ varies ~1/ITF.

Results from HIT-II and NIMROD
computations for weakly relaxing
conditions with varying ITF.

• The experiment’s voltage is adjusted
to maintain IINJ at or just above that
required to push flux out of the injector.

• Appreciably more IINJ leads to
significant arcing across the
absorber.

• In these NIMROD computations, we
set voltage V to target an Ip-value; net
IINJ is the primary output.
• We use lower-order bicubic elements
for computational practicality; after
adjusting V, currents vary only slightly
from biquintic results.



The 24954-24971 series scanned ψINJ and found Ip
and net IINJ varies linearly with ψINJ.

Results from HIT-II and NIMROD
computations for weakly relaxing
conditions with varying ψINJ.

• There is reasonably good agreement
between the basic modeling and the
experiment for both scans.
• The physics is 2D force balance and
current profile being determined by the
resistive-MHD Ohm’s law with E
becoming −∇ϕ in steady state.
• The HIT-II reference [Redd, et al.,
PoP 14, 112511] explains the scalings
in terms of a sheet (toroidal shell)
discharge force-balance and the
current required for ‘bubble-burst.’



Grad-Shafranov: We add another perspective on the analysis
in terms of dimensional scaling from the GS equation.
• GS, zero-P, MKS I, ψ:
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• All tokamaks:
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I " ITF

• For CHI-only & no relaxation:
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I decreases from ITF + IINJ  to ITF
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as a monotonic function of "; 0 #" #"INJ = $"( )

• In vacuum:
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" I = 0 ; #$ is held over a scale of d (injector gap)

• To change the flux distribution appreciably:
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• This reproduces Jarboe’s bubble-burst criterion (based on J×B):
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After expansion, the current-sheet thickness remains ~d for IINJ≅IBB.
Thinness is maintained by force-balance, independent of resistive
diffusion.  [τr is ~5 ms for d=0.1 m, which is ~discharge time.]



The connection to plasma current results from
approximate integration over the cross-section.

• Expanded equilibrium is roughly a toroidal layer of thickness d and
radius a.  Integrating over the cross-section (A=2πad):

• From definitions:
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• In agreement with the analysis by Redd, et al., Ip is independent of ITF
and scales with ψINJ.

• Limiting IINJ to the bubble-burst current make IINJ inversely proportional
to ITF.

• The GS perspective emphasizes that the transition from a discharge in
the gun to an expanded discharge in the large flux-conserver volume is a
significant transition among equilibria due to geometry.



GS computations with NIMEQ
and an assumed current profile
also show a transition as IBB is
crossed.

• The ad hoc, assumed profile is intended
to reproduce a prescribed level of injected
current over the injected flux.
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• With d=0.1 m and K=1, the IBB estimate
from scaling is 5.4 kA.
• Varying the prescribed IINJ over this
prediction shows a transition to a layer-
current equilibrium.
• Black contours represent ψINJ.
• Sustaining current on closed poloidal flux
contours requires 3D relaxation.
• 3D relaxation occurs in simulation and
experiment at larger IINJ/ITF ratios.

input:
IINJ=2.5 kA
output:
Ip=34 kA

input:
IINJ=5 kA
output:
Ip=71 kA

input:
IINJ=10 kA
output:
Ip=119 kA

flux                    current



Conclusions
• A basic resistive-MHD model reproduces the scalings
obtained in weakly relaxing CHI-only discharges in HIT-II.

• The modeling of Redd, et al. can be obtained from a
dimensional analysis of the Grad-Shafranov equation.

• Bubble-burst represents a transition among equilibria as
injector current is varied.

• GS computations with an assumed current profile also
produce a transition, but they are less reliable, because
the current profile does not represent steady conditions in
the presence of resistivity.



Student Status
• Jacob King is defending on 8/26, his linear/single-helicity
paper has been published, he has new results on multi-
helicity, and he will give an invited talk at APS.

• John O’Bryan has observed transitions in the dynamics of
his Pegasus injector modeling--to be presented at ICC.

• Eric Howell is wrapping-up spheromak work (also going to
ICC) and will do further HIT-II computations.

• Josh Sauppe is spending his summer at LLNL learning
BOUT and comparing with NIMROD 2-fluid modeling on
ELM computations.


